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EoE programme: WHAT is it?

• Exchange of experts (EoE) programme enables civil protection experts to participate in exchanges to other participating states in order to:

  – gain experience and direct knowledge about similar responsibilities in different national systems

  – familiarize themselves with various techniques used

  – study approaches taken by other emergency services

  – if necessary, to attend or give courses requiring specific expert knowledge not available in their or host country
Exchange of experts: visit from the Italian CPD to the Ministry of Security & Justice, Resilience Dept., the Netherlands, 5 - 8th October 2016
2013: one weekend in October
31 municipalities in Campania Region and 500 volunteers

2014: one weekend in June repeated in October
20 municipalities in Calabria, Puglia and Eastern Sicily and 300 volunteers

2015: one weekend in October
110 municipalities and 1,100 volunteers

2016: one weekend in October
270 municipalities and 2,700 volunteers
European seismic exercise in coordination with the CARIBE WAVE tsunami exercise for the French Antilles from 21th to 24th March 2017
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